
Ask Dr. Juli

Episode 01.02 - Check Mate!

by Ron L. Palmer



FADE IN:

INT. WHITE SCREEN

One shot Julianna as she introduces this week's topic.

JULIANNA
Hello, I'm Dr. Julianna Grimaldi,
world renown relationship expert.

Graphic: MALEbox

JULIANNA (CONT'D)
Howard Lawson of Urbana, Illinois
asks "Dr. Juli... how come I always
see men checking out women, but I
never see women checking out men?"

One shot, Julianna

JULIANNA (CONT'D)
That's an excellent question,
Howard...

EXT. OUTDOOR CAFE - DAY

HOT GIRL catches MR. SMOOTH'S attention.  He's so mesmerized
that he spills his drink all over himself.  Hot Girl laughs.

JULIANNA
...and for years scientists operated
under one simple theory: men just
aren't very smooth.  In fact, as
recent study from the National
Institute for Male-Female
Observation...

One shot, Julianna.  

Graphic NIMFO over screen. 

JULIANNA (CONT'D)
Or "NIMFO"... indicates that men are
126-times more likely to get caught
checking out a woman than a woman is
a man, even though, on average, both
genders check each other out equally. 
The reason why is actually a matter
of quantum physics.

Film Projector is turned on.
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EXT. LUSTENSEX UNIVERSITY, 1960'S - DAY

Two test subjects are walking down the street.  COREY checks
out SAFRON and does not do so covertly.  He stops, stares
and does not attempt to conceal his glances.  Graphic shows
"Lustensex University case study"

JULIANNA
You see, when a man comes across a
woman he wishes to check out, space-
time around him moves at a slower
rate, while moving at regular speed
within his perceptible "bubble." 
Notice how his stare seems to last
longer than it should, well after
the female subject has passed.

Thought bubble graphic appears next to man which reads: 
"Ass: Great!  Boobs: Real!"

JULIANNA (CONT'D)
Unfortunately for the male, this
process provides an insufficient
amount of data, and he will often
have to repeat it a second time to
determine whether this particular
female is a potential partner.

Safron walks past Corey and checks him out.  Her glance is
barely perceptible.  

JULIANNA (CONT'D)
Conversely, when a woman checks out
a man, space-time speeds up as she
is able to gather all the necessary
data in what appears to be a fraction
of a fraction-of-a-second.

JULIANNA (CONT'D)
Did you see it?  If we slow it down,

Close of up Safron, examining her eyes.  The film is
repeatedly replayed, "JFK" style.  

JULIANNA (CONT'D)
You can see the woman's eyes move
ever so briefly.  Back and to the
left.  Back and to the left.  Back
and to the left.

Graphic shows woman processing such items as ambition,
intelligence, confidence, procreation potential,
douchebaggery, compatability, income, credit score, political
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affiliation (independent), sense of humor, passion potential
and favorite TV show.

JULIANNA (CONT'D)
In that time, the female gathers a
massive amount of data which she
efficiently processes to determine
if this particular male is a suitable
partner.

INT. WHITE SCREEN

One shot, Julianna

JULIANNA (CONT'D)
I hope that answers your question,
Howard.  Join me next time when we'll
explore how women are able to
internalize their farts and why men
think theirs are impressive.  Til
then, I'm Dr. Julianna Grimaldi
reminding the ladies out there to
keep it hot and keep it crazy!

FADE OUT\FADE OUT:
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